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Abstract

This paper presents an ontology-based approach for the specification (using OWL-C as a definition language) and reconciliation (using ConWeS as a mediation tool) of contexts of Web services. Web services are independent components that can be triggered and composed for the satisfaction of user needs (e.g., hotel booking). Because Web services originate from different providers, their composition faces the obstacle of the context heterogeneity featuring these Web services. An unawareness of this context heterogeneity during Web services composition and execution results in a lack of the quality and relevancy of information that permits tracking the composition, monitoring the execution, and handling exceptions.
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1 Introduction & Motivation

Web services constitute a new approach for achieving Business-to-Business integration [15]. One of the strengths of Web services (also called services in...
this paper) is their capacity to be composed into high-level business processes known as composite services. Composition primarily addresses the situation of a user request that cannot be satisfied by any available service, whereas a composite service obtained by integrating available services might be used.

Several efforts are put in the development of standards for Web services (e.g., WSDL, SOAP, BPEL [13]) in terms of specification, discovery, selection, composition, just to cite a few. In [11], we highlighted the importance of dealing with the composition of Web services at three connected levels. The lower level is about the messages that Web services of a composite service exchange during interaction. The mid level is about the semantics of the content that these messages convey. The need for a common semantics is intensified when Web services, which originate from different providers, take part in the same composition. Finally, the higher level is about the context in which the composition of Web services takes place. By developing context-aware Web services it would be possible, for example, to consider the aspects of the environment surrounding Web services. These aspects are multiple and can be related to users (e.g., stationary user, mobile user), their level of expertise (e.g., expert, novice), computing resources (e.g., fixed device, handheld device), time of day (e.g., afternoon, morning), and physical locations (e.g., office, cafeteria).

Associating Web services with context is a response to the challenges that hinder the smooth automation of composition. In [11], we discussed some of these challenges such as which businesses have the capacity to provision Web services, when and where the provisioning of Web services occurs, and how Web services from independent providers coordinate their activities so that conflicts are avoided. Since Web services belong to different providers, their context definition is definitely different in terms of structure, number of arguments, name of arguments, meaning of arguments, etc. Ignoring the problem of context heterogeneity has side-effects on the normal progress of the composition of Web services. These side-effects are various such as adopting the wrong strategy for selecting a component Web service (e.g., favoring execution-cost criterion over reliability criterion, instead of the opposite), delaying the triggering of some urgent component Web services, or wrongly assessing the exact status of a Web service. Addressing the context heterogeneity of Web services is a two-step process. The first step consists of specifying contexts using a dedicated language. This language is OWL-C (Ontology Web Language for Context ontologies) and is detailed in terms of concepts, formalism and utilization in [11]. The second step consists of fixing the heterogeneity of contexts using mediation mechanisms. These mechanisms are supported by a prototype called ConWeS (Context-based semantic Web Services).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some
basic definitions that make readers familiar with the concepts used in the paper. Section 3 overviews the ConWeS framework in terms of architecture and implementation. Section 4 is about related work and how it has impacted the design of our context ontology. Section 5 introduces our ongoing work on the security of Web services. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 6.

2 Background

Web service - is an application that other applications and humans can discover and invoke, and presents the following properties [2]: independent as much as possible from specific platforms and computing paradigms; primarily developed for inter-organizational situations; and easily composable so that developing complex adapters for the needs of composition is not required.

In [10], the Web services instantiation principle was put forward. Adhering to this principle, a Web service is instantiated each time it is invited for participating in a new composition. Prior to any invitation acceptance and instantiation, several elements of the Web service are checked. These elements constitute a part of the context of the Web service and are discussed in Section 3.1. The Web services instantiation principle offers the possibility of organizing a Web service along three temporal categories (Fig. 1): Web service instances already deployed, Web service instances currently deployed, and Web service instances to be deployed upon invitation acceptance.

Fig. 1. Organization of a Web service

Context - is any information that is judged relevant to the interactions between a user and an environment [[4]]. This information refers to the circumstances, objects, or conditions that surround the user. From a Web services perspective, we defined context as a set of common meta-data about the current execution status of a Web service and its capability of collaborating with peers, possibly enacted by distinct providers [11].

Ontology - is "a logical theory accounting for the intended meaning of a formal vocabulary, i.e., its ontological commitment to a particular conceptualization of the world" [5].
3 ConWebS framework

3.1 Architecture

Fig. 2 conceptualizes the approach of dealing with the heterogeneity of the contexts of Web services. The approach is built upon the fact that once Web service instances are created, they bind to appropriate ontologies. Binding means, here, that a Web service instance complies with a specific ontology for the needs of manipulating and adapting data when this service instance interacts with peers. The creation of Web service instances is subject to accepting the invitations of participation that originate from composite services to Web services (see [10] for more details). Once an invitation is accepted (could be rejected, too), the composite service informs the multiple component Web services about the ontology that their respective Web service instances should adopt during their data-manipulation operations. The ontology is related to the application domain (e.g., travel) in which the composition of Web services occurs. We assume that ontologies exist in a repository (Fig. 2). In the rest of this paper, we also assume that the specification of the component Web services is based on service chart diagrams [9]. To keep the paper self-contained, the specification of composite Web services is not featured.

Before the instantiation happens, several elements related to the Web service are checked. First of all, the number of Web service instances currently running vs. the maximum number of Web service instances that can be simultaneously run (i.e., instances of the same Web service). Each service instance has its execution load parameters (e.g., memory use, data-transfer volume), which differentiate it from other peers of the same Web service. Second, the execution status of each Web service instance that is part of a composite service. Third, the execution progress of the preceding Web service instances per Web service instance to be deployed in the future. This execution progress is required in case of data or control dependency between the service instances. Finally, the time that the composite service would like having a Web service instance made available for invocation vs. the time it would be possible for the Web service to have a Web service instance made available for invocation.

For management purposes of context, two operations, known as consolidation and reconciliation, are deemed appropriate. In Fig. 2, numbers between brackets represent the chronology of executing both operations.

- **Consolidation** at the level of Web services: when a Web service accepts an invitation of participation in a composite service (1), a Web service instance along with an I-context is created (2). The transfer of details from the I-contexts of the same Web service instances to the W-context of their associated Web service is featured by a consolidation of these details
Fig. 2. Overall conceptual architecture of ConWes framework

before this $\mathcal{W}$-context is updated (3,4). Once the consolidation is over, a Web service determines for each of its Web service instances the following: execution status, actions it has performed, and expected completion-time of execution.

- **Reconciliation** at the level of composite services (how context heterogeneity is handled): since the component Web services of a composite service have multiple providers, the definition of the $\mathcal{W}$-contexts and $\mathcal{I}$-contexts varies like number and name of arguments. The transfer of details from the $\mathcal{I}$-contexts of Web service instances to the $\mathcal{C}$-context of a composite service is featured by a reconciliation of these details before the $\mathcal{C}$-context is updated (3,5). For example it occurs that the $\mathcal{I}$-context of a Web service instance of a composite service contains ”location of execution” argument, whereas the $\mathcal{I}$-context of another Web service instance of this composite service contains ”site of execution” argument. During reconciliation, ”execution site” and ”execution location” have both to be considered the same. To ensure that the composite service recognizes the differences between the arguments of contexts, it refers to ontology of contexts that will be specified using OWL-$\mathcal{C}$. ”Execution location” and ”execution site” mean here the computing platform on which Web services operate.

### 3.2 OWL-$\mathcal{C}$ foundations

Fig. 2 consists of three levels of abstraction, where each level identifies a type of service. Contexts of Web service instances have the fine-grained content, whereas contexts of composite services have the coarse-grained content. The content of $\mathcal{I}$-context updates first, the content of $\mathcal{W}$-context after consolida-
tion and second, the content of $\mathcal{C}$-context after reconciliation, respectively. Since OWL-$\mathcal{C}$ takes advantage of the research findings of the Semantic Web community and its specification language OWL-S (Ontology Web Language-based Web Service Ontology, formerly DAML-S), the relation between both languages is depicted in Fig. 3, with OWL-$\mathcal{C}$ shown in yellow color. Context of a Web service is specialized into two types: $\mathcal{W}$-context (focus of this paper) and WSec-context (part of our future work as discussed in Section 5.1).

Context specification using OWL-$\mathcal{C}$ includes two parts. The first part is about the arguments of context. The second part is about the capabilities of context. In the first part, context is considered as an extra argument that belongs to the structure of a Web service. Web services regularly post their arguments (e.g., identifier, execution cost, response time) on the external environment, after defining these arguments using WSDL for example. Because context is a multi-argument structure, OWL-$\mathcal{C}$ assists in the stipulated semantics of these arguments. As a result various parties can agree now on a common representation of the content of the context of Web services. With regard to the capabilities of context, a service that has a context needs to be embedded with awareness mechanisms. These mechanisms permit gathering contextual raw data from sensors, and detecting any change of the environment. A change needs to be assessed by the Web service through an assessment module, so that the Web service takes appropriate actions through a deployment module.

The structure of context consists of multiple arguments, whose number depends on the type of context. In what follows, we only list the arguments of each context type (more details are given in [11]).

- Arguments of $\mathcal{I}$-context of a Web service instance: label, status, previous service instances, next service instances, regular actions, beginning-time, ending-time (expected & effective), reasons of failure, corrective actions, and date.
- Arguments of $\mathcal{W}$-context of a Web service: label, number of service in-

![Fig. 3. Extensions to OWL-S ontology](image-url)
stances allowed, number of service instances running, next service instance availability, status per service instance per composite service, and date.

- Arguments of \( C \)-context of a composite service: label, previous Web service instances, current Web service instances, next Web service instances, beginning time, status per Web service instance, and date.

### 3.3 ConWeS prototype

The use of OWL-\( C \) is backed by an automatic tool: ConWeS. ConWeS supports context definition (i.e., representation), context consolidation at the Web service level, and context reconciliation at the composite service level. In ConWeS, OWL-\( C \) statements are represented as a triple structure consisting of subject, predicate, and object. Fig. 4 illustrates a typical OWL-\( C \) expression for \( W \)-context. Subject is the source from which the arc leaves. Predicate is the property that labels the arc. Finally, object is the resource or literal pointed by the arc. In Fig. 4, \( W \)-context is the subject (i.e., resource), \{status, time\_av, running, allowed, ID\} are the predicates, and \{Active, T=5, 1, 4, WS\_1\} are the objects.

**Fig. 4. Triple structure of \( W \)-context**

ConWeS is developed using the following tools and languages: Eclipse SWT (Standard Widget Toolkit) for getting the look-and-feel front-end environment, Jena for defining and processing OWL-\( C \) based context-ontologies, Core Java for integrating the aforementioned APIs, and Mindswap’s OWL-S API for processing OWL-S based ontologies for getting service related information. For illustration purposes, the running example used in the paper is about a BookService, which delivers books to customers after receiving orders via a Web site. This is a composite service with two component Web services: BookFinder (finds a book supplier) and BookPayment (accepts payments for the book from the customer).

**Context representation**

Table 1 is the OWL-\( C \) representation of the \( C \)-context of BookService. Table 2 is the OWL-\( C \) representation of the \( W \)-context of BookFinder. Finally, Table 3 is the OWL-\( C \) representation of the \( I \)-context of an instance of BookFinder.
Table 1
C-context of BookService

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="WINDOWS-1252"?>
<rdf:RDF

xmlns:Ccontext="http://www.nitk.ac.in/OWLC/Context/Ccontext#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://defaultURI/Ccontext#">

<Ccontext:Date>17/12/2004</Ccontext:Date>
<Ccontext:NextWebService>BookPayment</Ccontext:NextWebService>
<Ccontext:Status>Active</Ccontext:Status>
<Ccontext:BeginTime>20:30:45</Ccontext:BeginTime>
<Ccontext:Label>BookService</Ccontext:Label>
<Ccontext:CurrentWebService>BookFinder</Ccontext:CurrentWebService>
<Ccontext:PreviousWebService>Nil</Ccontext:PreviousWebService>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
```

Table 2
W-context of BookFinder

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="WINDOWS-1252"?>
<rdf:RDF

xmlns:Ccontext="http://www.nitk.ac.in/OWLC/Context/Wcontext#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.sp.com/Wcontext#">

<Wcontext:Status>Active</Wcontext:Status>
<Wcontext:Label>BookFinder</Wcontext:Label>
<Wcontext:InstanceRunning>2</Wcontext:InstanceRunning>
<Wcontext:NextInstanceAvilability>true</Wcontext:NextInstanceAvilability>
<Wcontext:InstanceAllowed>3</Wcontext:InstanceAllowed>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
```

**Context Consolidation**

Consolidation happens at the level of Web services, and means the combination of details that stem from the Web service instances level to the Web service level. Once the consolidation is completed, a Web service is able to determine for each of its Web service instances the following: execution status, the actions it has performed, and the expected completion execution-time so that the Web service can commit additional Web service instances as per other composite services’ requests. Fig. 5-(a) presents the initial values of the \( W \)-context parameters of BookFinder Web service. In this figure, the focus is on "InstanceRunning" parameter (highlighted in green color). After the acceptance of two service requests, the consolidated version of \( W \)-context
shows that two Web service instances are running (Fig. 5-(b)). When one of these service instances completes its execution with success, the number of the current running instances drops to 1 (Fig. 5-(c)).

Fig. 5. Representation of consolidation of contexts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>W-context Parameters</strong></td>
<td><strong>W-context Parameters</strong></td>
<td><strong>W-context Parameters</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Label</strong></td>
<td>BookFinder</td>
<td>BookFinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>InstanceAllowed</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>InstanceRunning</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PreviousInstanceAvailability</strong></td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status</strong></td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Context Reconciliation**

Reconciliation happens at the level of a composite service, since the component Web services of this composite service have multiple providers, and the definition of their respective \( W \)-contexts varies in terms of structure and content. The transfer of details from the \( I \)-contexts of the Web service instances to the \( C \)-context of a composite service is featured by a reconciliation of these details before the \( C \)-context is updated.

Fig. 6 summarizes the reconciliation as supported by ConWeS. Fig. 6-(a) and -(b) show the initial status of the \( W \)-context of BookFinder as well as the initial status of the \( C \)-context of BookService after BookFinder accepts the invitation of participation of BookService. PreviousWebService, CurrentWebService, and NextWebService parameters are significant in ConWeS. It can be seen for instance that BookService will execute two component Web services sequentially namely BookFinder and BookPayment. As shown in Fig. 6-(b),
BookFinder is under execution whereas BookPayment is expected to be initiated upon completion of this execution. Fig. 6-(d) presents the I-context of an instance of BookPayment service. The instance has a waiting status (highlighted in green), i.e., waiting for the completion of its previous Web service instance namely Book_Finder_Service_Instance_1. Once the execution of this instance is over (Fig. 6-(c)), Book_Payment_Service_Instance_1 will be changed to active (Fig. 6-(e)). The relevant parameters of the C-context of BookService are also updated following the successful execution of the Web service instances (Fig. 6-(f)).

### 4 Related Work

While the concepts of Web services, composition, ontology, and context are independently studied by academia and industry (except for Web services composition and ontology), our work aims at their combination. Backing the idea of having a specification language for context, Hegering et al. note that automating contextualization and using contextual information across organizational boundaries can only be done if all participants agree on how to interpret context [6]. Thus, the management information model has to be extended with a context description language, which formalizes context. A starting strategy to uniform context is to build context categories, such as device-specific, environment-specific, and user-specific context.
While we strengthened the importance of reconciling contextual information using ontologies, Keidl and Kemper do not see any motive to that reconciliation [7]. For both authors, context encompasses all the information about the client of a Web service that may be utilized by the Web service to adjust execution and output delivery, so that the client can benefit from a customized and personalized behavior [7]. Plus, both authors differentiate between the parameters of context and the parameters of a Web service. We claim that there is no need to exchange contextual information if the recipient Web service does not understand this information and thus, cannot adapt its behavior according to the context of other Web services. A common understanding of the information exchanged is required, backing thus our context reconciliation efforts.

The importance of formal modeling of context is stressed by Shehzad et al. [16]. The authors consider context-awareness as an important ingredient of most ubiquitous applications today. The collaboration of these applications calls for a shared understanding of context in a way that contextual information is effectively communicated among them. The shared understanding could happen only if a formal model of context exists. This model has a number of advantages such as the possibility of storing context for a long term since its meaning will remain the same for future uses, and the widespread use of context by various applications.

One of the relevant uses of context is during Web services selection. Verheecke et al. argue that another limitation encountered in the field of Web services is that Web services can only be selected based on the functionality they offer [18]. WSDL-based Web services documentation does not support the explicit specification of the non-functional requirements such as constraint-based on QoS, access rights, and management statements. While we back the statements of Verheecke et al., we consider that context is suitable for hosting non-functional requirements that are dynamic by nature.

Some research on using UML for modeling context-based security parameters is presented in [1,17]. These papers describe extensions to the existing UML language in order to model contextual information for web services pertaining to constructs for safeguarding context security. We are currently investigating how to incorporate these ideas into our framework.

5 Ongoing work

5.1 Policies for Web services security

With Web services relying on the insecure Internet for mission-critical transactions, security is a major concern. In previous works [10], we argued that
because Web services require resources on which they execute, it is important to ensure that neither the services misuse the resources nor the resources alter the integrity of the services. Currently, a range of XML-based security techniques exist in order to protect Web services when it comes to authentication, role-based access control, messaging, and data integrity. It should be noted, however, that these techniques are statically determined at design-time and cannot be adjusted during the execution life-cycle of Web services without going through an extensive programming exercise.

In order to develop security strategies for Web services, we are in the process of developing a dynamic approach that takes advantage of context ontologies. The approach puts forward a new type of context called security (to be denoted by $CS/WS/ISec$-context per type of service) and security policies, to be both part of the $ConWeS$ framework. The primary use of policies is to take actions according to the occurring events and detected changes that affect the security of Web services. Policies are to be defined according to the present context of a service whether Web, composite, or instance. Some of the elements that could be identified through the use of a security context are multiple such as the identification of the security violations that have happened and the corrective actions that have been taken in case of any attempt of misusing a resource. In [8], Kouadri Mostéfaoui and Brézillon considered context-based security to adapt the security strategy depending on a set of relevant information collected from the dynamic environment. While there is no disagreement on this definition, we deem appropriate to expand it. The objective is to consider context-based security as a means for tracking all the concerns and threats that affect the security in a certain context, which permits deploying appropriate security mechanisms while relying on previous security contexts.

Fig. 7 presents the way the connection between security policies, service contexts, and security contexts happens. In this figure, the configuration of security policies is tuned based on the information that contexts of services cater. Once these contexts are updated after consolidation and reconciliation operations, the security contexts are notified about the integrity of this content. If this content has been subject to any alteration, the security policies are adjusted to cope with this alteration. We are currently investigating the use of the Ponder policy specification language [3] for specifying/updating the policies. Ponder is an object-oriented policy language for the management of distributed systems and networks. It provides a unified framework for specifying policies for security management in large-scale distributed systems.

---

4 The efficiency of the security policies depends on how the context heterogeneity is dealt with, since wrong information leads to inappropriate policy.
thereby making it suitable for web services security. A policy language such as Ponder also helps separate the specification of policy from its enforcement, since policies in Ponder are specified declaratively.

The distinction between service context ($C/W/I$-context) and security context ($CS/WS/ISec$-context) permits the management of the aspects that each type of context is concerned with, in a better way (Fig. 7). A service context focuses on the changes that apply to a service (whether composite, Web, or instance) such as availability and commitment, whereas the security context focuses on the strategy of securing the interactions of services during data-context exchange. Various interactions occur between the two categories of context whether at the instance, Web, or composite level. Each service dynamically determines its security mechanisms based on the guidelines it receives from its respective $I/W/C$-context. Initially, the threats that jeopardize the integrity content of $I/W/C$-contexts are sensed and detected by verifying for example this content after submission from a service instance to a composite service. If there is any alteration, this means that the security mechanisms have to be reviewed through policies and announced at the level of $IS/WS/CSec$-contexts.

5.2 Trust and reputation management of Web services

It is agreed that uncertainty has a great impact on the reliability of the information that Web services exchange, when mid-stream adaptation needs to be implemented. For example, if a Web service instance suddenly announces that it cannot perform its job, then either the Web service provider will have to instantiate a replacement service instance or the composite service provider will have to look for another Web service provider. This could impact the rest of the service instances that are dependent on the execution of the failed instance. In a similar situation, trust information needs to be used to decide whether to select a replacement service instance or start looking for a new Web service provider. In [14], the author defines trust as the characteristic that makes an entity willing to rely upon a second entity to execute a set of actions and make a set of assertions (usually dealing with identity) about a set
of subjects or scopes. Trust depends on the ability to bind unique attributes or credentials to a unique entity or user. When choosing a replacement instance or another Web service provider, the composite service would need to select the most trustworthy or most reputed Web service. Of course, trust information would be useful even during initial composition. A less trustworthy provider would be chosen, based on other considerations such as time, cost, etc. When an exception occurs, a more trustworthy provider would then be chosen, so that the exception does not occur again. We are currently working on enhancing our context ontologies so that trust and reputation information are incorporated [12].

6 Conclusion

In this paper an ontology-based approach for the specification and reconciliation of contexts of Web services has been presented. Because multiple providers supply Web services for potential compositions, a reconciliation of their respective contexts was deemed appropriate. Besides the multiple origins of Web services, disparities between contexts at the granularity level also exist as the three types of context (I/W/C-context) have shown. The importance of having a language, e.g., OWL-C, for context specification and management was also stressed. While it is argued that semantically described services will enable better service discovery, allow easier interoperability, and composition of services, we argue that semantically described context of services will enable better tracking and promote easier interoperability of Web services.
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